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An example of “12K tow” carbon fiber, which is used for automotive
applications. Scientists with the Manufacturing Processes team at the
Research and Development Center are collaborating with colleagues
across the world in developing new technologies that will help
expand production of cost-effective carbon fiber for new
applications. (Photo: Hasan Al-Mubarak/MPD)
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Marine ties up five international management
system accreditations
After a series of probing audits and
more than 70 interviews, the Marine
Department has been granted five international standard certifications,
demonstrating its ability to provide
maritime services that meet regulatory
and customer expectations.

Abdullah O. Al Tewairqi, manager of
the Marine Department, said the certifications show the department’s commitment to continuous improvement and
innovation.
“The Marine Department strives to be
the service provider of choice for innovative, value-added marine solutions,”
Al Tewairqi said.
“In demonstration of our employees’
determination to find ways to further
elevate the safety and quality of operational services provided to our customers, the department was awarded with
a groundbreaking five ISO accreditations during 2020,” he said.
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The ISO certifications cover the following management systems:
• Quality Management System ISO
9001:2015 Certification (Department)
• Quality Management System ISO
9001:2015 Certification (Marine Training Academy)
• Occupational Health and Safety
Management System ISO 45001:2018
Certification
• Energy Management ISO
50001:2018 Certification
• Risk Management ISO 31000:2018
Certification.

tional standards specify requirements
for establishing, implementing, maintaining, and improving each associated management system.
“The Marine Department
has successfully demonstrated a systematic app ro a c h t o a c h i e v i n g
continual improvement.
Marine sets the highest
standards to better
respond to cust o m e r re q u i re ments and honor

expectations while returning value to
the company,” he said.
Accreditations were obtained via
a two-stage process, consisting of a
high-level audit followed by virtual
audit interviews. No noncompliance
notices were issued and only minimal
recommendations for improvement
were raised, which have subsequently been closed.

Fawaz E. Al Thubaiti, supervisor of
the department’s Quality Assurance
and Compliance Unit, said the interna-

Walk the talk by valuing zero safety incidents

I think that this is the most important
step toward maintaining safety in a big
company like Aramco.
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In his New Year’s letter to all Aramco
employees, Nabil K. Al-Dabal, vice president of Human Resources, expressed his
appreciation to everyone for doing their
part to make the work environment a safe
place. At the same time, he reminded us
of basic safety responsibilities and that we
should strive to serve as role models for
safety, both on- and off-the-job.

By Ibrahim M. Hijazi
Dhahran
Ibrahim.Hijazi.1@aramco.com
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The International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) — which promotes over 20,000 safe, reliable, quality
standards across the industry around
the world — awarded the five accreditations to the department.
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ABS Quality Evalu
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By spreading this vision throughout the
company, Al-Dabal is “walking the talk”
and leading by example. Consequently,
employees will understand that safety is
to be treated as a top priority value and
be taken seriously to influence our attitudes and generate the right behaviors at
work, in public, or at home.
If we truly believe safety is a value, we
should believe that one death, one accident, or even a minor injury is one too
many.

In his article, Treating Safety as a Value
(2001), Dominic Cooper states that taking
“a more relaxed viewpoint” toward safety has “enormous practical implications.”
He wrote, that in the U.K., striving for a
99.9% success rate would mean accepting
that each day:
• 10 trains would crash on the rail network
• 15 babies would be dropped on the
floor at birth
• 125 surgical operations would go
wrong
• 27 people would be wrongly prescribed dangerous drugs
• 72,000 checks would be deducted
from the wrong bank accounts
• 88 missed heartbeats would be experienced by each citizen
• 96,000 items of mail would be lost by
the Royal Mail
• Hundreds of people would be injured
at work.
He added that, “These statistics support the goal of striving for zero incidents

rather than accepting 99.9%.”

Cooper concludes, “If it is possible to
achieve zero injuries for some time … one
can argue that it is possible to achieve this
level of performance all the time.”
It is a good thing for employees to know
that safety is a value, but it is most important that the entire workforce shows
complete dedication, on a daily basis, beginning from senior managers down to
workers in the field.
To improve the safety culture, it is
important that people in an organization communicate in an open manner.
Everyone should be encouraged to
stand up and make himself or herself
heard if he or she thinks that something is not right. Workplace safety
must not be static. Thinking of new,
creative ideas to improve safety in the
workplace is key, and companies must
stay up-to-date with all new safety issues and never ignore good ideas from
employees.
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World’s top golfer takes honors at Kingdom’s Royal Greens

(Photos: Ding/MPD)

For the third year, some of the world’s
best golfers tested their skills at the
Royal Greens Golf Club at the King Abdullah Economic City in a tournament
that teed off last weekend, with Aramco playing a sponsorship role.

The four-day tournament, a stop on
the European Tour known as the “desert
swing” and the first event to be held in
the Kingdom, is one example of the effort the Kingdom and the company are

making to encourage sports, health, and
wellness.

under par 66, giving him a two-stroke
lead going into Sunday’s final round.

U.S. golfer Dustin Johnson, ranked
number one in the world won the Saudi
Invitational for the second time. Finishing
two strokes ahead of Englishman Justin
Rose, and fellow American Tony Finau.

Golf in Saudi Arabia can trace its origins to the early oilmen of Aramco,
many of whom were avid golfers and
fashioned sand courses to play the
game. The legacy of the company’s support for the game of golf continues with
an announcement of a sponsorship of a
fully sanctioned Ladies European Tour
set to take place in 2021.

Johnson took the tournament lead on
Saturday following Friday’s shortened
round due to weather by shooting a four

Dustin Johnson (Photo: Getty images)

Aramco announces new ladies’ team golf challenge sponsorship

The Aramco Team Series will be held
in New York, London, Singapore, and
King Abdullah Economic City (north of
Jiddah), with each tournament carrying
a $1 million prize fund.

The investment by Aramco, as the
headline sponsor, along with Golf Saudi
and the support of other Saudi partners,
makes Saudi Arabia one of the biggest
backers of the women’s game in Europe
today. The series is a significant step forward for both Saudi and women’s sport,
and follows the hugely successful Aramco Saudi Ladies International, presented
by the Public Investment Fund, at Saudi
Arabia’s Royal Greens Golf and Country
Club in November 2020.
HE Yasir O. Al-Rumayyan, chairman of
the Saudi Golf Federation and Golf Saudi, said, “This is fantastic news for glob-

al sport, for women’s golf and for Saudi Arabia. Following the success of the
Aramco Saudi Ladies International, we
are committed to building the women’s
game and promoting female participation in sport in Saudi Arabia. I hope this
series inspires people of all cultures and
backgrounds to take up the sport and
generate enthusiasm for the great game
of golf.”
The first of the four tournaments will
take place in New York, followed by one
in London, and then Singapore before
culminating in a season finale at the Royal Greens and Country Club in Jiddah.
Ahmed A. Al-Subaey, Aramco vice president of Marketing, Sales & Supply Planning, said, “Aramco played a leading
role in bringing golf to Saudi Arabia, and
through our support for women’s golf,
we strive to advance gender equality and
set the stage for future generations of female sports stars. It is another example of

Watch:
Aramco
supports golf
and athletics
Kingdomwide.

Watch: Over
70 years of
golf history
at Aramco.

Watch: Oil
greens to a
global
presence.

our commitment to diversity and inclusion, which is reflected in our many talented female employees, scientists, and
engineers. Our sponsorship of this golf
series not only raises global awareness of
our contribution in this field, but will also
promote positive values associated with
the sport among communities in Saudi
Arabia and around the world.”

The four tournaments sponsored by
Aramco will form an important part of
a record-breaking Ladies European Tour
schedule, which is set to be announced
in the coming weeks. Teams of four will
compete in the tournaments, each one
played over 54 holes.
Captains will recruit one fellow Tour
pro through a draft system similar to the
NFL and NBA. Another Tour professional will be selected at random, while all
teams will include one amateur player.
Prize money for the winning team will
be split between its three pro members.

Ladies European Tour CEO, Alexandra
Armas, said, “Today marks the beginning of a new journey in the history of
the Ladies European Tour. This brandnew Aramco Team Series takes golf and
the sport to a whole new level and I am
incredibly excited by all four events. Last
November, the Ladies European Tour
made history in bringing the first-ever
professional women’s golf event to Saudi Arabia, and this announcement only
builds on that. By adding four new team
events to our schedule for 2021, the Ladies European Tour will add a whole new
dynamic for both the players competing
and the spectators, taking golf to newly
engaged audiences across the globe.”
The Aramco Team Series picks up
where last November’s teams event left
off, being the first ever regular tour
event where scores of amateur competitors have a direct bearing on the final
result.

Thinner than hair, stronger than steel, Aramco
races to make carbon fiber more affordable
February 10, 2021
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“(This initiative) will accelerate the
mass adoption of carbon fiber,” Bouhrara added.

By Alan Breacher

Anyone willing to spend thousands of
dollars on a top-of-the-line carbon fiber
bicycle will understand the benefits the
material offers. A bike frame constructed from carbon fiber will make it much
stronger, lighter, and more durable than
a traditional steel-framed bike.

New technology will
accelerate use of CFRPs

Aramco is also collaborating with
Total and INEOS, a chemicals company, in the Amiral project bringing
acrylonitrile (ACN) production to the
Kingdom. ACN is an essential building block for many plastics, including
polyacrylonitrile (PAN), which is the
most commonly used raw material for
carbon fiber. The Amiral project will
supply propylene to a new plant being
built by INEOS in Jubail, on the Arabian Gulf. INEOS’ ACN products will enable production of PAN at lower cost,
which will in turn lower the cost of
carbon fiber.

Carbon fiber is a reinforcing material, capable of handling heavy loads
and stress under extreme conditions.
Nonmetallic “composite” materials,
made by combining carbon fiber and
polymers, are about 40% lighter than
aluminum, and can be 10 times stronger than steel. They are also resistant
to chemicals and high temperatures.
These properties make carbon fiber an
ideal, though expensive, material for
consumer and industrial applications.
In the oil and gas industry, nonmetallics such as plastics are already being
used for various applications, including
pipelines, for their improved performance and lower maintenance costs.
In the future, carbon fiber reinforced
plastics (CFRPs), could be used, for example, to manufacture large diameter
pipelines with greater strength and
operating efficiency than legacy steelbased pipelines.
In the field of motorsport, Formula
1 (F1) teams have long pioneered the
use of carbon fiber. The McLaren F1
team introduced its carbon fiber-based
“monocoque” racing car in 1981. This
revolutionary design used a carbon fiber “safety cell” for a stronger, lighter
racing car with better performance and
protection for drivers. Today, F1 teams
use CFRPs for key components in their
cars, including the chassis, wings, nose,
and suspension, making the vehicles
safer, lighter, and more fuel efficient.
Saudi Aramco Technologies Company
(SATC) in Dhahran is developing new
technologies that will help expand production of cost-effective carbon fiber
for new applications. This effort is in
line with Aramco’s corporate drive to
increase its nonmetallic materials busi-

Other carbon technology

Scientists with the Manufacturing Processes team at the Research and Development Center are
collaborating with colleagues across the world in developing new technologies that will help expand
production of cost-effective carbon fiber for new applications. (Photo: Hasan Al-Mubarak/MPD)

Aramco is looking at using polyethylene (PE) as an alternative precursor
for manufacturing carbon fiber. PE
has several advantages over PAN, including a higher carbon content, lower costs, and better processability. Researchers are working to overcome the
technical challenges related to the use
of PE-based technology. According to
Bouhrara, these include the “ability
to upscale the PE-based process and
match the mechanical properties of
PAN-based carbon fiber.”

ness by targeting opportunities in different industrial sectors.

the company to create new markets for
the competitive chemicals it produces.
To achieve this goal, Aramco is building a global collaboration ecosystem to
support development of new polymers
and other nonmetallics.

Although demand for carbon fiber
is rising exponentially, the automotive
industry has been slow to adopt it for
use in mass market road cars because
of high costs — 2020 prices for CFRPs
were about 10 times more than those
for steel. Use of carbon fiber has largely been restricted to luxury cars and
motorsports. But wider use of carbon
fiber “lightweighting” will result in vehicles that consume less fuel and have
lower emissions.

SATC is collaborating with the Institute of Textile Technology in Germany to find ways of bringing to market
cost-effective standard strength carbon
fiber and increasing demand for polymer-based technologies for mass market applications.

These technologies will enable Aramco to achieve an early advantage
through a two-pronged approach to
expanding markets for carbon fiber —
optimizing current manufacturing processes and introducing new technology
for improved quality and cost-efficiency.

Mohamed Bouhrara, a senior research scientist with the Manufacturing Processes team at the Research and
Development Center, says the goal is to
“lower the cost of manufacturing carbon fiber to $10 per kilogram by 2035.”
This is an almost 50% reduction over
2020 prices.

In tandem with advanced fuels and
engines — being developed across
Aramco’s global research network —
meeting demand for carbon fiber will
help drive sustainability, diversify uses
for crude oil resources, push technical
innovation, and enable new economic
opportunities.

Lowering the cost of carbon
fiber and creating new
demand for polymers

Making CFRPs more affordable presents an opportunity for Aramco to become a major disruptive force, enabling

An example of “12K tow” carbon fiber, which is used for automotive applications.

Carbon fiber can be thinner than a human hair but becomes very strong when twisted and woven
together to form a cloth-like material. It can be formed into complex shapes and coated in plastic
or epoxy resin to create lightweight but very resilient components such as those used for Formula 1
racing cars.
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In a Kingdom first, workers using a
new remote device have successfully
isolated a length of pipeline and replaced a faulty valve while the line remained live and at operating pressure.

The workers at the Dhahran tank
farm replaced a defective 20-inch receiver trap valve using a remotely monitored and operated device called a
“Tecno Plug,” according to the Northern Area Pipelines Department (NAPD).
The plug, manufactured by STATS
Group, a Scotland-based pipeline testing, repair and integrity provider, is a
dual seal isolation device that utilizes a
double block and bleed mechanism.
Double block and bleed is where a
section of pipe is shut off on both sides
of a valve, blocking both upstream and
downstream sides of a work area. The
remaining pressure in the pipe and
valve is then released, or bled off.
The Tecno Plug was launched from
the receiver trap and navigated 40 meters upstream of the valve in a straight
pipe section of RTDB-1, according to
NAPD. The technology has a monitoring system giving continuous pipeline

pressure readings at either side of the
plug.
It provided positive isolation while
the pipeline was still operating at normal pressure and avoided the need for
a shutdown, which would have caused
an estimated 1.68 million barrels per
day (MMbpd) disruption of gasoline
supplies to Riyadh, Al Ahsa, Wasea
(southeast of the capital), and Al Qassim.
Instead, a partial isolation was deployed where only the flow to the Dharan tank farm was stopped while the

flow to Riyadh continued as normal.

uling Department.

The RTDB-1 flow rate is 240 Mbpd
and a disruption of approximately 1.68
MMbpd would have had to have been
met with fuel supplies being trucked
around the region. Nitrogen displacement for pipeline recommissioning was
also avoided, saving the company an
estimated $250 million.

All procedures and requirements
were reviewed with the Loss Prevention
Department to ensure the operation
was performed in a safe and reliable
manner.

The task was a collaborative effort
by NAPD, the Eastern Region Distribution Department, the Projects and
Technical Support Department, and
the Oil Supply Planning and Sched-

The new technology is set to be used
in all Aramco facilities as a safe and reliable alternative to valve replacement
and pipeline repair.
It was the first time the technology
has been used at Aramco. It was deployed on Jan. 6, 2021.

New AI monitoring system keeps a close eye on worker
health and safety

The system streams live closed-circuit television video from standard
surveillance cameras through artificial intelligence (AI) software, which
detects fixed and moving personnel
and assets, and generates automatic
alerts via email or text when a hazard
is present.
The software sends notifications to
plant management, safety officers,
and individual workers on safety hazards, such as dangerous on-site behavior, the absence of appropriate
PPE, a nearby moving crane, or unauthorized vehicle access to a restricted
area.
The system is able to monitor whether individuals are wearing masks,
coughing, maintaining physical distancing, and hand washing. If using
thermal cameras, it can also measure
the workers’ body temperatures.

User
Policies and Standards

Safety

PPE

Falling

Health

Identify

Crane

Health

Electrical

Monitoring

Ahmad A. Al-Sa’adi, senior vice
president of Technical Services, said
the solution provides real-time, proactive alerts for safety compliance.
“We worked with FogHorn, one of
the AI venture capital startups we invested in through our venture capital
subsidiary, SAEV, to develop a new
edge analytics solution to monitor,
detect, and provide notifications on
worker safety violations using digital
image processing,” Al-Sa’adi said.
Edge analytics is computing performed at or near a data source to
improve response times, save band-

Analysis

Bassam M. Dossary, manager of
P&CSD, said the system was inspired
by Aramco’s digital transformation
initiatives.
“The introduction of this solution
adds unprecedented dimensions into
the new digital transformation services that are proudly being catered
to Aramco plant facilities,” he said.
Abdulla O. Jallal, manager of WGP,
said he was proud his facility was
chosen to test the system.

Workers

The “IR 4.0 Plant Safety Eye” was
developed in collaboration between
Aramco and FogHorn Systems, a California technology company, and is
being tested at the Wasit Gas Plant
(WGP), 50 km northwest of Jubail in
the Kingdom’s east.

Health and Safety Monitoring System

A new automated surveillance system now monitors workers’ safety
in real-time and sends instant alerts
when potential threats are detected.

IR 4.0 Safety Eye Use Cases

Plant Projects Department.

By Abdullah Al Halafi, Soliman Al Madi and
Turki Al Mutairi

Notification

width, and strengthen security. It also
reduces data transport and storage
costs.
The software platform has led to
improved monitoring and diagnostics,
machine performance optimization,
proactive maintenance, and real-time
operational intelligence, according to
FogHorn.
The monitoring system was successfully installed and tested in cooperation with Engineering Services in the
Process Control Systems Department
(P&CSD), Gas Operations’ WGP, Project Management, and the Tanajib Gas

“We are always welcoming new
digital transformation initiatives, especially when it serves the safety of
our employees. We always desire to
be the first to adopt this new capability,” he said.
Bander R. Al Yousef, general supervisor of the Process Automation
Systems Division of P&CSD, has been
involved in several initiatives relating
to smart plants in which new technology is designed to automate processes, enhance performance, and reduce
operational costs.
“Digital transformation has opened
endless possibilities, not only to enhance the efficiency of plant operations, but to also reach the
hard-to-monitor areas that can improve our workers’ personal safety,”
he said.
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Ancient buildings in old Yanbu’.

The house known as Lawrence of
Arabia’s house.

Coming up for air in
pearl of the Red Sea
By Chiara Ciampricotti Iacoangeli

Yanbu’ — Yanbu’ is a pleasant coastal city, which is growing as a tourist
destination. Many take advantage of
its warm climate, enjoying diving and
snorkelling in the Red Sea. The rich
seabed and white sandy beaches attract
people from all over the country.
The city is divided into three sections.
Yanbu’ Al Nakhal was a staging point
on the spice and incense route from Yemen to Egypt and the Mediterranean
region beyond. Yanbu’ Al Sinaiyah is
the industrial area containing refineries and petrochemical plants. Yanbu’
Al-Bahr is the downtown area where
many historical buildings are located.
To reach Yanbu’ Al Nakhal you travel 45 minutes northeast. There you will
find ancient villages dating back more
than 2,000 years. In Al Mubarak village, mud houses are gathered within
high walls. The narrow streets of the
old market at Al Ljabria are overlooked

Seafront square

7

Sheikh Hassan Babtain’s house

Al Suwaiq village

Al Ljabria Old Market

Al Mubarak village

Al Mubarak village

Yanbu’ is divided into
three sections. Yanbu’
Al Nakhal, Yanbu’ Al
Sinaiyah, and Yanbu’
Al-Bahr.
by small shops that hint at craftsmen
working under ceilings of palm leaves.
Outside Al Suwaiq village is a waterfall
that feeds the valley.
On our return to Yanbu’ Industrial City — established in 1975 by royal
decree and host to major downstream
oil and petrochemicals facilities — we
stopped at Lake Park, which resembles
a natural oasis surrounded by palm
trees, with waterfalls, lush grass, and
children’s playgrounds. Here you can

enjoy birdwatching in the bird garden.
When the sun begins to set we enjoy
the old city of Yanbu’ Al Bahar and its
ancient buildings of stone and mud,
with peeling pastel interior walls and
faded blue doors and windows. These
merchants’ houses have retained their
architectural character, constructed as
they were using materials that could
withstand the harsh coastal climatic
conditions. The most fascinating element of these houses lies in the ro-

Al Ljabria castle view

shan, projected windows with carved
wood latticework designed to catch
the breeze. One of the most beautiful
examples is Sheikh Hassan Babtain’s
house built in 1921.
Wandering in the alleys, we ended up
in front of the traditional Hijazi house
where T.E. Lawrence lived between
1915 and 1916. It is now restored and
has been turned into a museum. Lawrence gained his celebrity after writing
Seven Pillars of Wisdom in 1922. The

Night Market

movie, Lawrence of Arabia, based on
the book, was released in 1962.
It was starting to get dark as we
passed the illuminated Senussi Mosque,
built by Muhammad Ali Al-Senussi in
1838 and used as a religious school.
The imam of the mosque was the scholar of Yanbu’ and held free daily lessons
for students seeking knowledge.
At night when the shops close and the
lights of the city go out, the Night Mar-

ket’s lights come on. The market dates
back 500 years when it was the main
destination for merchants and commercial caravans to sell their products.
Yanbu’ has a diverse and fascinating
history, where after a day of exciting
discoveries you can stop in the square
next to the lighthouse and sip tea, relaxing to the sound of waves. Then you
can stroll through the Night Market,
eat fresh fish on an old terrace, and be
cooled by a pleasant sea breeze.

Lake Park
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Combatting COVID 19, together

Shared office
environments require

A year has passed since COVID-19 first
appeared on the horizon. Together, we
have had many demands placed on us
to minimize the spread of the virus and
it is natural that fatigue can set in. However, as highlighted by Saudi Arabia’s
Ministry of Health (MOH) announcement made on Feb. 4, now is not the
time to let down our guard.

for any social event.

• Closure of cinemas, indoor entertainment centers, gyms and sports centers.

special attention to
minimize exposure
and reduce risks.

With a recent rise in COVID-19 cases in
the Kingdom, the MOH has introduced a
set of new measures to protect the public and ensure that health facilities are
not placed under undue pressure.
The requirements issued on Feb. 4 by
the MOH include:

• Suspending all events and parties
(including corporate meetings) in banquet and hotel facilities and independent wedding halls, as well as in housing areas and camps.
• Suspending all entertainment activities and events.
• No more than 20 people may gather

• Suspending dining services within
restaurants and cafes, with only takeout
services available.

All of us have a collective duty to follow these new guidelines and continue
to adhere to the preventative measures
of hand washing, mask wearing, and social distancing.

The growing availability of COVID-19
vaccines across the world and in Saudi
Arabia is truly something to celebrate,
however, whether you have had the
vaccine or not, collectively we still have
a responsibility to continue to follow
COVID-19 prevention guidelines and
precautionary measures.

By remaining vigilant and adhering
to the MOH’s new guidelines, together
we protect ourselves, our families, our
friends, our work colleagues, and our
community.

All of us should continue to avoid
large gatherings, and if attending small
gatherings, continue to take precautions, including maintaining social distancing, regular hand washing, and
mask wearing.

e
2m

ters

Remember, by keeping a two-meter
distance from others, even if the people around you appear healthy, you are
helping to prevent the viruses’ spread.
Together, we have the power to defeat
COVID-19.

EXPEC researcher is KAUST Student Commencement Speaker
Saleh F. Hassan, a petroleum engineer
with the Reservoir Engineering Technology Division at the EXPEC Advanced
Research Center, has given the academic
year commencement speech at King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST).
Hassan, who graduated as the first
Saudi to earn a Ph.D. from KAUST in Energy Resources and Petroleum Engineering, was the 2020 Student Commencement Speaker.

Saleh F. Hassan

His doctoral studies were under the supervision of Professor Tadeusz W. Patzek
and focused on “Probing Chemical Interactions of Asphaltene-like Compounds

with Silica and Calcium Carbonate in the
Context of Improved Oil Recovery.”
During his Ph.D. studies Hassan
demonstrated great drive.

He served as the laboratory safety representative, as the local chapter
president of the Society of Petroleum
Engineers, and as the vice president of
International Business Relations for the
KAUST Graduate Student Council. Hassan also published two peer-reviewed
papers.
He was recognized as the national
winner of The Institution of Engineering
and Technology’s Present Around the

World competition.

Hassan also represented KAUST and
the Kingdom on several occasions, including at the University Scholars Leadership Symposium in Malaysia.
While at KAUST, he was affiliated with
the Ali I. Al-Naimi Petroleum Engineering Research Center.
Hassan has an M.S. degree in Reservoir Management — Petroleum Engineering from The Clausthal University
of Technology in Germany, and two B.S.
degrees, one in Materials Engineering
and the other in Materials Science and
Engineering.

Surfaces and equipment need to be cleaned between
users/shifts to keep the spread of infection low.
Wipe down items such as your computer, mouse, keyboard,
office phone, desk, and chair between shifts.
Ensure all shared workspaces and items are routinely cleaned.

Help desk, 87-COVID (013-872-6843) JHAH, 800-305-4444 (Option 3)
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Aramco’s commitment to Korean communities
By Jeff Kim

In the midst of the ongoing challenge
and uncertainty caused by the COVID-19
pandemic, Aramco Korea, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Saudi Aramco, has
been demonstrating its commitment to
local communities with the implementation of two corporate citizenship initiatives: the Aramco Scholarship and the
Aramco Hope Tree.
Top, Yeongho Kim (left) from Hanyang
University received the certificate from a CCK
representative (right) as the 200th Aramco
Scholarship recipient. He wore a lip-view mask
for the benefit of hearing-impaired students at
the ceremony. Left, An Aramco Hope Tree at
Jangsu Community Park in Yangcheon-gu,
Seoul.

These two programs, which have both
come to an end recently, have contributed to the well-being of people in need
and the prosperity and sustainability of
local communities; promoting the core
value of corporate citizenship and fostering a positive image for the company
in the local community.

200 scholarships benefiting
students with disabilities

The company has recently awarded
its 200th Aramco Scholarship — a merit-based university scholarship program
since 2015 — to ensure equal quality
education for undergraduate students
with disabilities who major in science,
engineering, and technology.

At the latest scholarship award ceremony held in Yeoui-do, Seoul, in late
2020, Yeongho Kim, an electrical engineering student from Hanyang University who received the 200th Aramco Scholarship, expressed his appreciation that
the scholarship helped him complete his
undergraduate studies with an excellent
academic record.
Aramco Korea has supported a total of
200 students from 43 major universities

through a partnership with the Community Chest of Korea (CCK) — one of Korea’s major charity foundations — over
the past six years.

Five solar powered
multipurpose streetlights
lighting up communities

In partnership with the Korea Energy
Foundation — a state run energy organization dedicated to provide solar power themed community services — Aramco Korea installed five “Aramco Hope
Tree” units at parks and gymnasiums in
communities in and around Seoul from
June 2019 to December 2020.
The Aramco Hope Tree is a treeshaped streetlight with solar panels capable of generating close to 5,000 kilowatts per year, offering shade in the day
and light at night. The streetlights are

also equipped with benches and electric plugs where people can charge their
phones while resting.
Kim Jung-woo, a frequent visitor at
the Jangsu Community Park in Yangcheon-gu, Seoul, said that he thought it
would be better to have more lighting
at night at the park. With the Aramco
Hope Trees, he was pleased to enjoy
outdoor activities more conveniently at
night and he found the light tree handy
as he could charge his phone while
waiting for the bus.
Mutib A. Al-Harbi, representative director of Aramco Korea remarked, “We
are proud to engage in impactful citizenship initiatives to support communities in Korea where Aramco’s presence
and reputation is growing. Aramco
Scholarships have played a key role in
ensuring that quality education is with-

in reach for students with disabilities,
so they are able to achieve their dreams
by attaining their full academic potential. The carbon-free Aramco Hope Tree
program has ultimately contributed to
the enhancement of the quality of life
and the sustainability of local communities by enabling community members
to safely spend more time outdoors on
physical activities at night.”

A good corporate citizen in Korea

To highlight citizenship as a corporate
core value, Aramco Korea has been actively engaged in other community programs, like computer coding classes to
nurture technical leaders of the future,
construction of a renewable energy
themed outdoor playground, as well as
launching climate change literacy programs to raise the younger generation’s
awareness of environmental challenges.

Ph.D. Graduate puts graphene under the microscope at R&DC
By Rima Ruhman

Mohammed Al-Amer is an Ivy League
Chemical Engineering Ph.D. recently
returned from Cornell University to Aramco’s Research and Development Center (R&DC). His mission? To explore the
remarkable potential of graphene, the
world’s first “2-D material.”
“Imagine a material so thin,” he says,
“that by all examination, it is transparent and its thickness is so small, that it’s
considered two-dimensional. This 2-D
material is graphene — the thinnest material on Earth. Yet, it is over 200 times
stronger than steel. It has extraordinary
properties, which includes high electrical and thermal conductivity.”
Al-Amer first joined the R&DC in 2012
as a young research engineer. In 2015
Aramco agreed to sponsor his doctoral
research in Chemical and Bimolecular
Engineering. He selected Cornell, and
with the assistance of Professor Yong
Joo, an expert in advanced materials processing and nanomaterials, he
alighted on graphene as his research
subject.
Al-Amer says this unique material
has captured the imagination of scientists worldwide, with uses proposed in
everything from brain implants to su-

perfast computers to radically more efficient batteries. Imagine, for example, a
smartphone that could be fully charged
within minutes, or a graphene-based
paint, an atom thick, that could stop
metal from ever rusting.

energy systems. Scientists argue that the
material’s superfine properties mean it
could be used as a kind of coating for
pipes and tanks, allowing for the safe
storage and transport of hydrogen — a
gas that is notoriously prone to escape.
It could also be used to create ultra-efficient hydrogen fuel cells, which revolutionize the world of heavy-duty
transport. Just as intriguingly, graphene
might also have applications in carbon
capture technology.

The key to creating graphene, Al-Amer explains, is to effectively separate
the graphene sheets from naturally occurring graphite particles. “It’s like an
Oreo, two cookies sandwiched together
with cream. If you pull it apart too hard,
you destroy it. You want to keep the
cookies intact.”
Graphene was first pulled apart, or
“exfoliated,” at the University of Manchester by Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov. When I asked him what
they had used, Al-Amer laughs. “Scotch
tape,” he says.

The son of a former Aramcon of over
35 years of service, Al-Amer is excited to
be back at Aramco where he can put his
graphene expertise to good use in developing next generation materials.

Mohammed Al-Amer

“They won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2010 for pulling apart graphene
and discovering its amazing properties. Graphene can only be seen under
a microscope. It has a lot of potential,
especially in energy and catalysis applications. Studying it served as the ideal
interface for my Ph.D. advisor, Professor
Joo, and Aramco.”

frameworks based on graphene,” or in
layman’s terms, how to produce lots of
high-quality graphene in a cost-effective way. This required him to master
mind-bendingly complex fluid dynamics, which he compares to studying the
flow of the ingredients of a smoothie in
a blender.

Al-Amer’s thesis focused on “the synthesis and fabrication of multiple carbon

Aramco’s interest in graphene stems
from its potential use in hydrogen-based

“If you have the mindset and the capital,” he says, “nothing can stop Saudi
Arabia from participating in and leading
the Fourth Industrial Revolution.”
“Saudi Arabia has shifted its mindset
to innovate. I can envision a technological revolution with great minds and I
can clearly see Saudis excelling in various exciting fields. I see progress that,
inshallah, will contribute to the Saudi
economy and lead to a Saudi technological revolution. We not only want
products that are made in Saudi Arabia
— but also technology and services exported from here worldwide.”
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Historical perspective: The season of locust
By Mohammad A. Ghamdi

When I return to my childhood days
in the Kingdom’s south, some events return to mind as if they were myths, including the story of locusts.
Back then, locust were like a season
of joy! I do not know how the people of my village knew that a locust
“storm” was approaching. The news
would always come quickly from the
villages that the locust passed. I do not
know why, but the locust “tribe” came
only in the evening. Or was it a coincidence that they seemed to come only
at night?
Summer nights in my village were always cold and the sky crystal clear with
stars twinkling. Suddenly, we heard

things falling from the sky. A locust, and
then two, just like hail during a thunderstorm. It was only a minute or two
until the sky and stars disappeared behind a “cloud” of locust that landed all
at once, rooftops and yards filled with
them.

It was terrifying. You couldn’t find a
clear footstep through all the locust covering the ground, and they collided with
everything.
People lowered their heads to avoid
locust “bangs,” and then filled wool
bags with the beasts.
The next day, we celebrated with locust meals as people sat in circles, and
men and women took out the locust
crop, sorted them, and then grilled

them. Some pampered themselves by
adding tomatoes to their plates. One
famous locust recipe is to boil them in
huge pots first, then grill or fry them
with or without a little butter.
In the following days and weeks, our
life as children continued with the locust
season as we hunted for the “marshmallow,” which is the big male. There
are many types: some of which are gray
in color; some of them have dark lines
adorning their body and back; and some
have prominent eyes and a head like the
front of a large Mercedes!

After two or three days, our eyes sparkled with joy when we saw a locust
hiding here or there, usually in a quiet
place. We walked in the valley until we
saw it jumping from our feet and hiding

among the plants. We followed it quietly and cautiously, then we pounced on
it with our hands. And sometimes, we
would not give up from the sting of his
sharp limbs that sting similar to a mild
electrical shock as it tries to release itself
from our hands.
The memory of the locusts passes with
many things buried by the years; perhaps a person has lost such natural phenomena. Locust are an insect, but they
are a plant rodent, and they only eat
fresh leaves so their flesh is smooth and
watery. The only thing that harms them
are harvests.
I remember this when I see young
people today who are afraid of locust,
and do not differentiate between them
and spiders.

Photographic
memory
The first well at al-Alat, 20 miles (32 km)
northwest of Dammam, stands sentinel over a
bleak landscape, 1937.
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2020 Trafﬁc Safety
Excellence Award
Registration is OPEN now!

Who can register?
All Aramco employees, SMPs and trainees with
a ZERO traffic violation record in 2020.

How can I register?
To register, please go to: ShareK 2020
Traffic Safety Excellence Award.

When can I register?
The registration window is open from
Jan. 11 to Feb. 28, 2021.
If you have any questions, please contact 2020TrafficSafetyExcellenceAward.

Majestic
wadi
Aramcon Eric Cordoves was on vacation
with his family in December and spent a
day in Al Dissah on the way to Tabuk. Wadi
Al Dissah, a majestic valley hidden 220 km
south of the Tabuk region, is surrounded
by beautiful, striking red pillar-shaped
mountains with fresh and clear water
springs in hidden spots. Cordoves said
the sweet scent of fresh air from palm
trees brings a unique tranquility that was
accentuated at both sunrise and sunset.
Cordoves lives in Ras Tanura and works in
Tanajib as a maintenance engineer in the
Northern Area Gas Producing Department.
He has been with the company 12 years.

You have the power to defeat it

COVID-19 is still a threat. But we have the advantage to defeat it.
Because the virus needs us to survive and spread.
Don’t give it that chance.

Sehhaty App

Take your Arabian Sun
with you while on the
move, and download the
aramco LIFE app.

